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LAW AND LITERATURE
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS AND PANEL DISCUSSION
BY SCOTT TUROW"
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
MR. TUROW: The terms "law" and "literature" describe exactly what I've been
doing with my life for the last twenty-five years, although the intersection between
the two has sometimes been unpredictable for me. Several years ago, before I
published Presumed Innocent,' I published a book called One L,2 while I was at
Harvard Law School. After that, I went on to become an assistant United States
attorney, and near the end of my tenure there I got a phone call from one of the more
famous and celebrated members of the criminal defense bar in Chicago -famous
and celebrated because his resume included a conviction for subornation of perjury
and a term of incarceration at the federal prison at Terre Haute. He had subsequently
been readmitted to the bar and one of his convictions had been overturned. The
message I got from this lawyer, my frequent opponent, came to me while I was on
trial. When I reached him, about a week-and-a-half after he had called me, I asked
him what was on his mind.
He said, "Well, I'm teaching a class and I'm talking about the federal prison
system, so I took them down to Terre Haute and thought it would be nice to give my
students an autographed copy of your book, One L." 3
And I said, "Oh, well, I'd be happy to do that."
He said, "Well, I already gave them the books."
I said, "Get them back, I'll sign them for you."
And he said, "No, no, I already did it for you."
I always begin talking about this subject by thinking about the sort of
extraordinary moment when I was in my first year at Harvard Law School and one
of my professors, Duncan Kennedy, was accused by somebody in the class of being
a little facile with language. And he looked at us and said, "Well, the law is only
words." And for many of us, especially those who practice in the criminal area and
really think of the law as penitentiaries, ultimately, or even execution chambers, that
is something that's always a striking revelation: "The law is only words." The law
is itself a literature. And lawyers are unquestionably word people. As a result, the
literature of the law itself can yield to a close word-by-word analysis. The best
example of this that I know is the magnificent textbook by James White called The
Legal Imagination.4
White and I have a common heritage, which is that we are both graduates of
Amherst College, where we were both students of Theodore Baird, who was one of

*
Rosenthal.
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Scott Turow, best-selling author, is also a partner at the Chicago firm, Sonnenschein. Nath &
Scofr TuRow, PRESUMED INNOCENT (Warner Books 2000)(1987).
ScowrTuROw, ONE L (Warner Books 1997).
See id.

4. JAMES BOYD WHITE, THE LEGAL IMAGINATION (University of Chicago Press 1985); see also JAMES
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the famous expositors of the new criticism, an approach to literature that says,
"Forget history, forget biography. You can understand literature only by looking to
the words themselves and by understanding the importance of the selection of each
word." To illustrate this point, Baird used to walk into his freshman English class
and hold up a yellow lead pencil and ask, "You first, young man sitting there,"-he
was a curmudgeonly New Englander-"What is it?" And the student, of course,
would respond, "It's a pencil." And Baird would then walk over and hit him across
the face with it. He would then go to the second student and say, "What is it?" And
the student would cower a little bit and say, "Well, it's a long, yellow object."
Whack. He'd do this until he went all the way around the room, having hit every one
of his students on the first day of class. And then he would hold up the pencil and
say, "It's a weapon."
But despite the sort of close analysis that White really practices quite
convincingly on a variety of legal texts, 5 I myself don't regard legal texts as
literature in the same sense as fiction and poetry because of the intentional lack of
a personal voice. I'm always reminded of the notion that the perfect brief would be
one that said, "On exactly parallel facts to this case, the United States Supreme
Court stated," and then quote from the Court's opinion right through to the end of
the passage that disposed of your case. The literature of the law itself has an
institutional voice and rhetoric, quite intentionally. Writing as lawyers, we're always
attempting to demonstrate not personality, but our membership in this profession
that we share and esteem together.
The other perspectives on law and literature that I tend to favor look to what
fiction and poetry can teach us, as lawyers, about the law. One of my favorite
examples of this is Herman Melville who, along with Dickens, was not only one of
our giants as a novelist, but was also a giant in writing about the law. Many of you
are familiar, of course, with Billy Budd.6 My favorite of Melville's contemplations
of the law is Bartleby, The Scrivener.7 Bartleby, you may remember, was a
scrivener, a human copying machine, who copied legal documents and answered all
requests with the phrase, "I prefer not to." He preferred not to work; he eventually
preferred not to leave the premises and ended up still residing there, even after the
lawyer, his employer, had moved out of his offices. He even "preferred not to" when
the lawyer tried to get him to vacate rather than go to jail.
Melville was the son-in-law of Lemuel Shaw, Chief Justice of the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court, one of the towering figures of American law who probably
is best remembered as the person who first formulated our rule of negligence:'
namely, that a tort plaintiff may not prevail without showing that a defendant has
failed to exercise reasonable care. In our era, this rule was embraced by scholars
who were applying economics to the law in an attempt to show that the law

5. See id.
6. HERMAN MELVILLE, BILLY BUDD AND OTHER TALFS (Signet Classic 1998)(1948).

7.

HERMAN MELvIuJE, BARTLEBY, TIE SCR!VENER (Dover Publications 1990)(1943).

8.

See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: GENERAL PRINCIPLES §§ 11, 4 (1999)(citing Bradley v. Boston,

56 Mass. 539 (1848)). Chief Justice Shaw is credited for first applying the rule that compliance with rules or custom
does not necessarily shield a defendant from a finding of negligence; rather, defendants are required to use
reasonable cat'e, which is a question of fact to be decided by the jury, considering all circumstances.
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incorporated many economic rationales. This rule does so, they argued, in the sense
that our idea of reasonableness really balances the cost of prevention against the risk
of harm. At any rate, Bartleby is one of those stories that leaves us with a disquieting
sense that justice has not been done when this harmless, inoffensive man ends up
dead in the New York Tombs. Scholars often suspect this story of being Melville's
answer to his father-in-law. Although the lawyer in this case cannot be accused of
having failed to exercise reasonable care, we as readers are left with the sense that
justice has not been done. This is for reasons that Melville is careful to explain at the
end of the story: we never understand each other's motives. And failing to
understand each other's motives, can we really ever do justice in the individual
case?
Beyond the perspectives of what literature can say to us about the law comes my
own personal stake, which arises from accusations like those of my friend, Ric
Patterson, that I invented the so-called legal thriller in 1987 when I published
Presumed Innocent.9 Presumed Innocent was really part of a larger movement in
American narrative. We have had a rash not only of books about the law-popular
books in suspense genres-but also, of course, an endless supply of movies, some
based on novels. Erin Brockovich'0 is the most recent hot, law-related movie. And,
of course, there is no shortage of television shows, beginning with Law and Order,"
and going on to current favorites like Ally McBeal12 and The Practice.3 And I have
often looked at this, wondering what the popularity of these stories tells us, as
lawyers, about the way the American public sees us.
To cut through my own perspectives very quickly, when I was in graduate school,
I had a teacher named Ian Watt who had written a book called The Rise of the
Novel. 14 Watt's theory was that the novel, at least the popular novel, had arisen in
the eighteenth century in order to educate middle-class women, newly liberated from
the need to work outside the home, in the manners and mores of their social betters,
whom they aspired to join. Essentially, Watt's point is that the novel serves an
educative function. And I would venture to say that the current popularity of legal
stories has to do with the intense curiosity of Americans about the law, a curiosity
that has grown a great, great deal in the last thirty years, as the law has intruded
more and more into their daily lives.
If I'm right that the popularity of literature about law signals a much broader
interest among Americans in figuring out how law is formulated, I wonder if the
new century is not going to bring us to greater and greater demands for democratic
control over the processes of the law. There may be a growing reluctance to accept
judge-made law, the common law that we are all familiar with, which is created, of
course, by the self-selected elite, of which we are members. But that is pure
speculation.

9. TUROW, supra note 1.
10.
11.

ERIN BROCKOVICH (Universal Studios 2000).
Law and Order (NBC).

12. Ally McBeal (Fox Network).
13. The Practice(ABC).
14. IANN P. WATT, THE RISE OF THE NOVEL: STUDIES IN DEFOE, RICHARDSON, & FIELDING (University of
California Press 1977) (1957).
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PANEL DISCUSSION
TUROW: Let me go back to what I was saying about the rise of the legal thriller.
It should go without saying that the suggestion, by Ric Patterson and many others,
that I invented or re-invented a specific literary form is unfortunately not true. First
of all, I think invention implies a degree of intentionality that I did not have. I have
spent many years in the desert, as it were, trying to get my fiction published. After
One L,15 1 had gone back to writing fiction and, in writing Presumed Innocent,16 I
was, quite frankly, simply writing about what I knew. I was an assistant United
States attorney at the time and found out that the courtroom did not operate by the
modernist formulas that I had been treated to in my years at Stanford Writing
Center, where I went after college. In the courtroom, storytelling took primacy.
Whereas the modernists tended to favor the innovative and abstract, with the idea
of leading culture and finding the possible cultural leaders who could understand
what they were doing, the ethos of the courtroom, as many of you know, is that he
who is not understood risks a sleeping jury. And so the way to try a case, I was told,
was to tell a good story. And telling a good story did not involve trying to be ahead
of your times. I simply applied those lessons in writing PresumedInnocent.7
AUDIENCE MEMBER: You obviously had a literary interest before One L, 8
even before law school, and you melded the law and a literary interest, in your
career, very successfully. What was your early literary interest and was there a
competition between whether you stayed in that field or got into law?
TUROW: My ambition, from the time I was about eleven years old, was to be a
novelist. I went to college with that as my goal-not, by the way, my parents' goal.
My father was a doctor and he very much wanted me to be a doctor, as did my
mother. Once I got my C in physics, I proved that was not a reasonable ambition.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: You proved you had too much character to be a doctor.
TUROW: It was probably a lack of ability, although my father, literally as he
approached his deathbed, was still telling me I could have done it if I had wanted to.
But I had absolutely no idea of going to law school. I went from college to the
Stanford Creative Writing Center, where I was a fellow for two years, and for three
years a creative writing lecturer in the English department. And all that time I was
trying to write fiction.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: Was Stegner...?
TUROW: Yes, Wally Stegner 9 was one of my teachers. He was the founder of
that program and was an enormous influence, although somewhat in eclipse at the
time, since he was unable to stomach what was going on, on the Stanford campus
in those years.

15. TUROw, supra note 2.
16. TUROW, supra note 1.
17. Id.
18. TUROW, supra note 2.
19. Wallace Earl Stegner is the Pulitzer Prize winning author of ANGLE OF REPOSE (Penguin Books
1992)(1971).
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The Laws of Our Fathers,20 which is the novel before the most recent one,
describes some of the California tumult that I, and many others, experienced at
Stanford, which had driven Stegner off the campus. I wrote a different novel while
I was at Stanford, which was about a rent strike and had a plot that hinged on the
Implied Warranty of Habitability.2 I discovered two things: one was that I was
enormously interested in the law-I thought the Implied Warranty of Habitability22
was fascinating-and the second thing I discovered was that most publishers
weren't.
Thus, I began to face the reality of becoming an English professor; I felt that I
was qualified for that only a tad more than I would have been to become a physics
professor. So I began thinking about what else I could do. And it really became a
sort of follow-your-bliss decision for me. Writing was precious to me. It was an
ambition I wanted to nurture. My friends who were, at that point, already done with
law school told me that it was insane to think that I could combine writing and
lawyering, and I recognize, in retrospect, that this advice was accurate. But, of
course, the biggest break in my literary career was my decision to go to law school.
I literally went with a contract to write One L' in my pocket. As it were, I was saved
when I went off to Harvard Law School to make new friends and to write about
them. And how that came about is, itself, yet another story.
The bottom line is that I was a writer long before I was a lawyer. And it did
irritate me a great deal when my classmates at Harvard would say, after One L&
came out, "Oh, I should have done that. If I just had the idea, it would have been
easy." As I thought about the number of years I had spent working on my own craft
as a writer and storyteller, it didn't seem all that easy to me.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: Did One L25 create any pull toward writing exclusively
about the law?
TUROW: It's hard for me, in looking backwards, to describe just how unsettling
my time at Stanford was, but the one thing that I realized there was that having my
self-esteem depend on how well I was writing was just a fatal mistake for me; it put
my sense of self-worth in the hands of other people. Beyond that, my interest in the
law was just omnivorous. I, to this day, continue to find the puzzles that the law
explores fascinating. So, really, despite the success of One L,26 my plan was to
practice law and to try to write at the same time. For that reason, in a sometimescelebrated story, I wrote much of the first draft of Presumed Innocent" on the
morning commuter train. That actually has become my habit. I write virtually
everywhere, except the law office. I wrote on the plane flying out here today.

20. Scowr TuRow, THE LAws o OuR FATHERS (Farrar,Strauss & Giroux 1996).
21. See Hilder v. St. Peter, 478 A.2d 202,208 (Vt. 1984) (holding that a warranty of habitability is implied

on the rental of any residential dwelling unit and requires the landlord to deliver and maintain the premises in a
condition that is safe, clean, and fit for human habitation).
22. See id.
23. TUROW, supra note 2.
24. Id.
25. Id.
26. Id.
27. TUROW, supra note 1.
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SAM JOYNER: 28 You may have answered the question, but why do you continue
that duality? Are you now a lawyer fifty percent of your time, or are you actually
more actively engaged in writing fiction?
TUROW: Presumed Innocent "9 came out in 1987. During the summer of 1988,
I went to trial six different times and one of my partners said I sort of retired the
Sonnenschein3 ° trial trophy that summer. I was so overwhelmed. When I was on trial
in Kansas City, the opposing counsel came upstairs and said, "Hey Scott, I just saw
the paperback of your book on sale downstairs." I hadn't seen my paperback. I had
been doing what lawyers do when they are on trial, which is working a million hours
a week and concentrating on nothing else. And having now achieved this lifelong
ambition, a little voice went off, saying, "Something in this picture is not right."
I went to my partners at the end of that summer and said, "What would you think
if I practiced part time?" I was fortunate in the fact that a number of women in the
firm had been pioneers in this area, successfully demonstrating that the part time
concept could work. Following their example, my partners proved willing to let me
try to do that. I am still a part time lawyer.
The amount of time I spend practicing law varies enormously. In the first four
months of the year, I probably spent half of my time as a lawyer. I had a case that
was on trial. One of my partners left the firm and I had to go finish this case, and I
also was handling a very complex pro bono immigration matter. Most of the work
I do now is pro bono. The amount of paying work I have done has declined
noticeably, especially in the last three or four years. And I serve on a number of
public bodies. I sat on our Judicial Nominations Commission for the Federal Judges
from the Northern District of Illinois, which was a wonderful, but time consuming,
activity. Currently, as you probably have read, we have a moratorium on the death
penalty in our state."1 Our governor has appointed fourteen people to tell him how
to fix a system that he regards as broken; and I am one of the fourteen. And that, I
think, especially going forward, is going to absorb a great deal of time. It's also, of
course, something very much worth doing.
If you want to talk about a puzzle in the law that brings on intense reflection at
almost every level, the death penalty surely is it.
NANCY FREUDENTHAL:3 2 I'd like you to continue with your observations
about the American public's perception of lawyers, in connection with their interest
in novels about the law and their interest in movies and television programs. And
also, if you could, do you have any predictions or observations about this explosion
of the Judge Judy programs on TV and what they are telling the public? Also, do
you see the dynamic changing, vis-&-vis judges, lawyers, and the public?
TUROW: Well, as I was saying in the general session, the American appetite to
learn about the law at this stage seems almost boundless. You mentioned the
proliferation of private adjudication on television. I don't know how many television

28. Magistrate Judge, United States District Cour, District of Oklahoma.
29. TUROW, supra note 1.

30. Referring to Sonnenschein, Nath & Rosenthal, the Chicago firm where Scott Turow is a partner.
31. See, e.g., Ken Armstrong, Steve Mills, Ryan Suspends Death Penalty; Illinois First State to Impose
Moratorium on Executions, Chi. Trib, Jan. 31, 2000, at C8.
32. Attorney at Law, Davis & Cannon, Cheyenne, Wyoming.
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judges there are these days-I've lost count-but there are at least five or six of
them, all with their own syndicated shows.
Of course, there's also the fact that real trials have been television spectaculars.
The mother of them all was, of course, O.J.33 The fact of the matter is that we seem
to have the trial of the century, in terms of public attention, at least once every year,
whether it's Ted Kaczynski,l or something that certainly gripped this circuit, the
McVeigh35 and Nichols36 trials, or Lorena Bobbit,3" William Kennedy Smith,38 or
the Menendez brothers.39 When you look back on this, you see that the nation has
been willing to stand riveted by one trial or another for about a decade now. The
evidence is surely there that Americans are incredibly interested in the law. I think
there are a multitude of reasons for that and a number of different lessons that
emerge from the kinds of stories that are popular now.
First of all, with regard to the stories that are being told, as I started to say before,
I didn't invent anything. You can go back as far as the trial of Socrates' ° and see that
legal process has always been one of the major sources of literary themes, whether
we're talking about The Merchant of Venice?' or, to move forward to contemporary
terms, Anatomy of a Murder42 or To Kill A Mockingbird.43 Those are all wellestablished examples of the popularity of law-based stories.
I think what is revealing, though, when you look at the kinds of books and stories
that are popular now, are three different things. One is the level of technical detail
about the law that is in all of these books, and often in the movies. The second thing
that's striking is the contrast, in terms of who the heroes are; if you compare the
heroes of my fiction or John Grisham's fiction with, for example, Perry Mason, or
to choose an example from really serious literature, Atticus Finch in To Kill A
Mockingbird," you see quite an interesting contrast. The last thing that I focus on,
the most speculative of the points that I make, is when all of this began to arise,
which is namely the late 1980s; you can take certain meanings from that. Some of
these are very personal, and largely speculative views. But I'd like to talk about
those three points in order.
When I wrote Presumed Innocent,45 I had, by then, written four unpublished
novels. So a large part of me thought that the only audience for this book was going
to be my wife and me. Therefore, I was unwilling to compromise the details of my

33. See Rufo v. Simpson, 86 Cal. App. 4th 573 (2001); see also 57% Watched the Verdict, N.Y.Times, Oct.
5, 1995, at B18.
34. See United States v. Kaczynski, 154 F.3d 930 (9th Cir. 1998).
35. See United States v. McVeigh, 153 F.3d 1166 (10th Cir. 1998).
36. See United States v. Nichols, 169 F.3d 1255 (10th Cir. 1999).
37. See, e.g., David Margolick. Lorena Bobbitt Acquitted in Mutilation of Husband, N.Y. Times, Jan. 22,
1994, at 1; see also Tearful Woman Tells Jury Why She Cut Off Her Husband's Penis,N.Y. Times, Nov. 9, 1993,
at B8.
38. See, e.g., James Barron, Experts on Rape Back Smith's Acquittal, N.Y. Times, Dec. 12, 1991, at B20;
see also Bill Carter, Smith Trial'sFirst Verdict: FutureBrightfor Court T. V., N.Y. Times, Dec. 9, 1991, at D8.
39. See Menendez v. Superior Court, 834 P.2d 786 (Cal. 1992).
40. See 1.F. STONE, THE TRIAL OF SocRATEs (Little, Brown and Co. 1988).
41. WLLIAM SHAKESPEARE, THE MERCHANT OF VENIcE (Jay L Halio ed., Oxford Univ. Press 1993)(1600).
42.

ROBERT TRAVER, ANATOMY OF A MURDER (St. Martin's Press 1958).

43. HARPER LEE, To KILL AMOCKINGBIRD (Warner Books 1982)(1962).
44. Id.
45. TUROW, supra note 1.
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life as a lawyer. Now part of this was because, much like my fascination with the
Implied Warranty of Habitability," I thought what went on in a courtroom was
really extraordinarily interesting. It was also because the more law I learned, the
more I recoiled at the Perry Mason type approach to the courtroom. I knew, even as
a ten-year-old kid watching those television shows religiously every Saturday night,
that it couldn't be that way. So I wanted to write a book that, if it ever saw the light
of day, would at least reflect the courtroom as I knew it. And what was shocking
was that the 140 page trial sequence in Presumed Innocent, which goes into the
motives of the lawyers and the evidentiary rulings of the judge 47-- pretty technical
stuff-was, frankly, often a favorite part of the novel. I think there are certain lurid
passages that were probably of greater attraction, but it certainly was the second
most popular part of the book. So the question I began wrestling with, and I think
it's part of what explains the proliferation of all of these stories in television shows
and trials, is, Why are Americans so interested?
I think the fact of the matter is that the law, as I said briefly before, is much more
a part of the life of the average citizen than it was thirty or forty years ago. Looking
at surveys, which I've done over the years, more than half the people in this country
now say they've had contact with a lawyer in the last five years. And that's for a lot
of reasons.
One reason, of course, is the tort explosion. Now everybody can be a plaintiff.
Rights were created that simply did not exist before, whether we're talking about
environmental torts, or sexual harassment, or a whole long list of consumer rights.
Beyond that, anybody can be a defendant. My father was one of those doctors who
learned, like most obstetrician-gynecologists, about two thirds of the way through
his career that he was suddenly no longer immune from suit. And it was emotionally
devastating to him when that began happening. But everybody now gets sued. The
parish priest gets sued. And, of course, the ripples of that affect our daily lives, even
when we're not interacting with lawyers directly.
In the area where we live, for years those people who wanted to exercise in the
mornings would go over to the high school swimming pool and were free to swim
in the pool before the students showed up. Well, no more. The lawyers say you can't
do that. And the lawyers say that because, of course, they're considering the scope
of their insurance coverage and they don't want the school district to be liable. This
is a way of thinking that was foreign to the daily lives of most people in this country
thirty or forty years ago. Consider the fact that most employers with good legal
advice will no longer give references. Somebody's done a great job and they will
say, "We don't give references." Of course, if you give references to the good
employee, when you keep your mouth shut about the bad employee, it will give rise
to an implication that might lead to a defamation suit.
Obviously, lawyers have always been prominent in this society, but they seem to
be even more prominent now, and not only in Congress. You look around and see
people like Pat Robertson, who is a law-trained person. The agents who represent
me for film and television are both lawyers. Lawyers show up as CEOs much more

46. See Hilder v. St. Peter, 478 A.2d 202, 208 (Vt. 1984).
47. TuRow, supra note I at 224-368.
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frequently now; they're all over the place and, wherever they are, they seem to have
their hands on the levers of power. Because people sense this legal sea invading
their lives, they want to understand it. And as their understanding of the law grows,
their perceptions of it become more sophisticated and, to some extent, discouraged.
This goes to the second point that I mentioned, which is the contrast in who the
heroes are in these stories. Recall Atticus Finch. Atticus, as you probably remember
from To Kill A Mockingbird,' was a widower-a perfect, patient father-raising his
son and daughter on his own. He was defending, for free, an innocent African
American man accused of the rape of a white woman in a small, southern town. He
was standing up to his entire community. If there was ever a figure more
Lincolnesque than Lincoln, it was Atticus Finch. Now compare Atticus to the
characters that appear in my novels or, to choose the mega-star in this firmament,
John Grisham, and you notice that nobody in our world looks like Atticus Finch.
9
Rusty Sabich, the hero in Presumed Innocent, was an adulterer who had a
5°
sometimes-convenient way with the truth. The hero of The Firm, Mitch McDeere,
was fatally greedy, as many of John's heroes are. You're obviously looking at a far
less adoring image of attorneys. I don't think you could sell Perry Mason to
Americans now.
Obviously, hating lawyers didn't begin in the late twentieth century; there have
always been people who have had nasty things to say about our profession. There
are, for example, several lines in the gospels. But I think a bubble really burst in this
country in the early 1970s with Watergate and with the discovery that the President
of the United States, and roughly thirty close associates, appeared to have been
engaged in a widespread conspiracy to obstruct justice and perhaps subvert the
democratic processes of the country. What exacerbated this in the public mind was
the fact that almost all of these people were law-trained individuals. You had lawyer
after lawyer going to court, committing perjury, suborning perjury, and obstructing
justice. Lawyers, by virtue of this stunning example to the country, sort of knocked
themselves off of their pedestal.
I spent most of my time as an assistant United States attorney prosecuting
lawyers. I started as the junior prosecutor on a case against the sitting Attorney
General of the State of Illinois. I then went on to lawyers who'd been bribing real
estate tax assessment officials. Finally, for the last four years that I was in the United
States Attorney's Office, I was involved with Operation Greylord, which was an
investigation of corruption in the state court judiciary in Chicago. Ultimately,
5
seventeen judges and more than fifty attorneys went to the penitentiary. ' I
remember, when I started this, one of the city's prominent defense lawyers came in
to me, in my second year of practice as an assistant, and said, "You can't do this."
I said, "What do you mean?"
He said, "You can't prosecute a lawyer."
I said, "Why not?"

48.

LEE, supra note 43.

49.

TuRow, supra note 1.

50. JoHN GRSHAM, THE FIRm (Doubleday 1991).
51. See Norma Libman, Scott Turow, City Provides Inspirationfor Two Careers,Chi. Trib., May 2, 1993,
at C8.
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He said, "When I was chief of the criminal division in the state's attorney's
office, I didn't prosecute lawyers. We called them and said, 'Don't do that again!"'
But, of course, the American public wouldn't put up with that anymore. They no
longer have an adoring view of attorneys; they don't think that lawyers are better
than everybody else. They still seem to believe that they should be more lawful than
everybody else, and they think there should be hell to pay when they're not. But it's
clear that the public perception of attorneys, in this way and many others, has
changed.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: I have two questions. How much of Presumed
Innocent 2 was based on real people you actually knew in the U.S. District
Attorney's Office; did that stuff really happen? And, number two, how much
influence do you have, when your novels are made into movies, regarding the actor
that gets to play a character, like Harrison Ford and others?
TUROW: When I made the mistake of publishing One L,53 while I was a third
year student at Harvard Law School-and it's nonfiction-I changed the names and
combined certain personalities, but everybody could tell who was who and that
meant that there were two principle reactions to the book.
The people who thought they had been favorably portrayed regarded it as a
discerning literary work. The people who had not been favorably portrayed had
other opinions.
The most unhappy, of course, was the sort of villain of the piece, the professor
upon whom I had based much of the activity of Professor Perini. Perini is
characterized as a brutal utilizer of the Socratic method. This particular professor
called a news conference and announced to the press that he was the model for
Professor Perini and that he was, in fact, madder than hell about it. Just how far he
was willing to take this I did not fully understand until the end of the first term of
my third year at Harvard Law School. One of my friends came running to me with
the exam that had been given in this particular professor's class. The first question
on the exam said, "You are an associate in a large law firm," an assumption with
which almost all exam questions began during my years at Harvard Law School.
"The senior partner has introduced you to his valued client, Rudolf Perini. Professor
Perini has undergone the humiliating experience of having a student write a book
about his daily classroom lectures. Please list all causes of action." The student, by
the way, was referred to as Ray Ripoff.
Based on that experience, I decided I would not write directly about the U.S.
Attorney's Office in Chicago. I had spent six months as an intern in the Suffolk
County District Attorney's Office-the Boston D.A.'s Office. Although there are
aspects of the life of a prosecutor's office in Presumed Innocent5 4 that are closer to
federal rather than state practice, I chose Boston as my setting and my experiences
in that environment as the background.
Your second question was regarding what influence I have over those folks in
Hollywood. The truthful answer is moral persuasion, at best. Every book that I have

52. TUROW, PRESUMED INNOCENT, supra note 1.

53. TUROW, supra note 2.
54. TUROW, supra note I.
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written, including One L,55 has either been sold outright or o~ftioned to television or
the movies. Right now, my third novel, Pleading Guilty,5 is in development at
NBC. The fourth novel, The Laws of Our Fathers," is a conundrum at Universal
Pictures; nobody can figure out what to do with it anymore. The last book, Personal
Injuries, 8 is owned by Dustin Hoffman's production company and is in very active
development, with the screenplay writing moving on quite quickly. They expect to
have it finished by September.
I have been treated very, very well in Hollywood. And one of the reasons that I
think I have been treated well in Hollywood is, perhaps, because I am a lawyer; I am
a realist. The fact of the matter is that making a movie is a titanically expensive
9
undertaking. The development costs in, for example, The Laws OfOurFathers are,
at this point, well over six million dollars; you couldn't find two people in the world
who think there's ever going to be a movie made. To get any kind of picture made,
ten million dollars is bare bones. And, most often, any major movie costs five to ten
times that. When that movie fails, nobody looks around and asks whose novel it
was. They ask, "Who was the director? Who was the star? And who are the studio
executives that allowed that project to go forward?" And so I realize that they're
going to have to make choices with the intention of broadening the audience, even
beyond the audience I feel very fortunate to have. PersonalInjuries,'"my last book,
will probably have sold three million copies in this country by the time the
paperback is done. If you have a box office of three million people, that would be
about a twenty-five million dollar box office. With a fifty million dollar movie,
you've got a big problem; so you're going to have to broaden the audience
considerably and that's what they do.
Now, do they demonstrate real solicitude? Is Dustin Hoffman on the phone with
me all the time talking about what's going on? The answer is yes. My experience
with Dustin is just like my experience with John Avnet, who owns the rights to
PleadingGuilty6 1and The Laws Of OurFathers.6 2 It's like my experience with Mike
Robe, who made The Burden Of Proof63 for ABC, and also like my experience with
Alan Pakula, who made PresumedInnocent.'
Everybody's been really nice to me. Everybody's asked me what I thought, and
then they've gone ahead and done what they thought was best. I found Harrison
Ford to be a pretty good choice. My choice was William Hurt. But I think, in fact,
those guys made a better decision than I would have. It probably wouldn't have been
the same movie without Harrison. I don't know that business. I know my business,
but I don't know how to make movies.

55. TUROW, supra note 2.
56. ScOrr TuRow, PLEADING GUILTY (Warner Books 1994) (1993).
57. TuRow, supra note 20.

58. Scorr TUROW, PERSONAL INJURIES (Warner Books 2000).
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BEN LAMPKIN:6 ' I'd like to know whether Operation Greylord was a sting
operation, where it initiated, and what the defendants were charged with.
TUROW: Greylord" was definitely a sting operation. Around 1980, the United
States Attorney's Office in Chicago developed an informant who provided
extremely credible evidence that there were a number of judges in the criminal
courts in Chicago who were taking money in exchange for altering the outcome of
cases. This, of course, confirmed what had been virtually public knowledge
throughout most of my lifetime. Personal Injuries6 puts into the mouth of a
character a story of my own. My grandfather was swindled once and I asked him
why he hadn't sued. He said to me, "A poor man like me? I can't afford to buy a
judge." That was the truth.
Based on the information they had obtained, the U.S. Attorney's Office in
Chicago went to the Justice Department for permission to launch an undercover
operation. This was just in the wake of ABSCAM. 68 The Justice Department was
under tremendous fire by Congress. When they approved all of the laws permitting
undercover operations, our Congressmen hadn't really thought much about it. But
once they found themselves the object of undercover operations, they suddenly
realized that these operations presented a substantial peril to the rights of citizens.
And as a result, the Justice Department had to be very careful and they couldn't
allow real cases to be affected. They wanted everything completely controlled and,
as a result, this massive project, Greylord, unfolded, in which FBI agents were
enlisted to come to Chicago to pretend to be practicing lawyers.
One agent was enlisted to become an assistant state's attorney and take bribes in
the state attorney's office, so that he would have credibility with the bribing
community. Other agents came to town to pretend to be petty criminals, who would
get arrested by the Chicago Police. Greylord went forward that way for a number
of years, trying to work up the food chain, until the agents were able to start bribing
assistant state attorneys and clerks and bailiffs in the courtrooms. Of course, it was
hard to get to the judges themselves.
My own role was basically as a decoy. I ran a very public grand jury
investigation, investigating the Chancery Division, which is the business law
division of the Circuit Court of Cook County. The idea, of course, was to draw fire
away from the undercover agents who were operating in the criminal arena.
Nonetheless, I ended up bringing a couple of indictments. In one of the more noted
cases of Greylord, I used the old-fashioned method-not bugging chambers, but
immunities-forcing people to testify. Among the witnesses was the sitting
president of the Illinois State Bar, who had to admit that he had given $2500 to the
judge on the day he began trial before him. So that's the story of Greylord; the
fallout is still going on.

65. Attorney at Law, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
66. See TuRow, supra note 58.
67. See id.

68. ABSCAM was a sting operation conducted by the FBI to apprehend government officials guilty of
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A couple of years ago, the U.S. Supreme Court decided a case where the
defendant was on death row as the result of a conviction before one of these judges
who was proven to have accepted bribes. The question was whether the death row
defendant was entitled to bring a writ of habeas on the theory that such a judge
might be harsher in cases where he was not paid off, in order to cover up for the fact
69
that he was being unduly lenient in the cases where he was. The Supreme Court
7°
said that the defendant, indeed, had the right to conduct discovery on that theory.
They also said, by the way, that Greylord had an immensely salutary effect on the
bench in Cook County.7 This was not only because it scared away a number of
rascals beyond the seventeen who were sent to the penitentiary. More importantly,
it had been open knowledge that the judiciary in Cook County was tainted; as a
result, there were a lot of very able people who wouldn't go near the bench for fear
that they would be thought to be part of the relatively small minority that were
actually crooks. But there's no question that cleaning house made this a much
stronger bench, with much more regularized procedures. And now I think it's a
courthouse that lawyers actually look forward to going to.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: This sounds very similar to your Rob in Personal
Injuries.72 I take it that this could be taken from Greylord, yet you said you never
73
used real people for characters anymore, after One L. So I take it your informant
was not in Greylord.
TUROW: Right. In Greylord, we never succeeded in turning an actual insider.
We gave immunity to some, after the fact. But we couldn't find anybody who we
could turn and continue to hold out as a lawyer and have him tape record his
activities as he paid-off judges. I was the person who was assigned to find such a
lawyer and convert him to the government's cause; and I failed. I found one person
who I thought was going to do that and the bottom line was that he ran rings around
me. He got me in unbelievable trouble; he was the worst person I ever met in my
life.
I gave not a thought to what was, for me, an immensely traumatic experience,
while I was writing PersonalInjuries.74 What is clear to me, in retrospect, is that this
is a sort of happy fantasy of the way things should have turned out with that fellow.
But, no, it was not that way. I'm frankly pleased that nobody has stepped forward
from the cast of characters who were involved in Greylord to say, "That character
is me," because I was pretty self conscious about not creating opportunities for that
to happen, and apparently I succeeded.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: How are judges selected in Cook County? Are they
elected or appointed?
TUROW: Judges in Cook County are elected on a partisan basis. We have really
only one functioning party in Cook County, although it is possible for Republicans
69. See Bracy v. Gramley, 520 U.S. 899, 905 (1997).
70. Id. at 901.
71. See id. (noting that Judge Maloney, who had served on the Illinois bench from 1977 until he retired in
1990, was one of many dishonest judges exposed and convicted through Operation Greylord).
72. See TUROW, supra note 58 (speaker is referring to the character Robbie Feavor, a personal injuries
lawyer who is "flipped" by the prosecution and used to expose corrupt judges).
73. TURow, supra note 2.
74. TuRow, supra note 58.
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to win countywide offices. All of the judges in Illinois are elected. There are
constant calls for merit selection. And every time I think that these efforts at reform
are gaining steam, they fail. If the sight of, literally, dragging off seventeen judges
in handcuffs was not enough to propel the Illinois State Legislature to finally
acquiesce to merit selection, I really don't know what is going to be.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: Do you think the lawyer writer has, in writing about the
law or courtroom, any different responsibility than the non-lawyer writer?
TUROW: I'm having a hard time thinking of one. Do you have something in
mind?
AUDIENCE MEMBER: Well, you're bound as a lawyer by the code of ethics,
whereas a non-lawyer is not. And I just wondered if that impacts how you write.
TUROW: For a long time, I've taken some pride in writing fiction while
practicing law at the same time. No client has ever stepped forward to say, "Turow
violated my trust, Turow exploited our relationship for his benefit." Obviously, I am
ethically bound not to do that, and I assiduously try to avoid doing that. But that's
an obligation that I have as a lawyer, not as a writer. I think it's no different than for
a priest who's also a novelist, like my friend Andrew Greeley, who I'm sure does
not violate the confessional for the sake of his fiction.
DAVID RUSSELL:" Perhaps you mentioned this before I came in, but are you
working on a new book?
TUROW: I am working on a new book. I've been involved in death penalty
litigation, in one way or another, for about ten years now. So I started to write about
a death penalty case, without a very doctrinaire agenda, because I don't have a real
doctrinaire agenda on the death penalty. And I have no idea yet what my service on
the death penalty commission will do to this book. I don't know whether I'll be able
to publish or not; and when I'll be able to publish is a whole separate issue. I would
never want to interfere, in any way, with the work of that commission. Frankly, right
now, I can't imagine publishing this book until the commission makes its report.
And the Governor has given us no timetable whatsoever for doing that.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: Is there any pattern to the way your books come
together, or do you just start writing them? Do you use an outline?
TUROW: The pattern is this: you are looking at a body containing a random mind
and I really believe that, were it not for the invention of the personal computer, I
would not be sitting here. The ability to sort of collate and organize the immense
number of little fragmentary reflections with which I start a book was an
unbelievable godsend because Ijust don't have a linear mind. Despite the incredibly
structured form in which these books end up, they certainly do not begin that way.
And what is common to all of them is a great deal of early contemplation about the
characters that, in turn, begins to drive the arc of the story. With the book that I am
working on now, I have spent much of the last month literally staring off into space,
trying to figure out the actual details of the crime that is at the center of the book.
I'm at a stage now where I have to know that. So I sit there and I get what I think is
one bright idea, and then I go, "Yeah, but, if that's the case, then why would so-andso have done what so-and-so did?" This is a very frustrating time for me because I

75. Chief District Judge, United States District Court, District of Oklahoma.
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am beginning to impose some kind of discipline on what is, to start, a very random
process.
DAVID SEELY:76 Have you seen the legal thriller going the way of the T.V.
western? Is there any evidence that this trend of popularity is on the wane, or is it
still increasing?
TUROW: The trend in popularity is off from the peak, but relatively stable. If you
look at the sales for all of us, whether it's Ric Patterson or John Grisham or me, I
think we are probably all down somewhat from our high points, which were
probably in the early 1990s. But it's still really substantial for all of us. There are
probably twenty writers out there making a living, which is a very hard thing for a
novelist to do, by writing suspense fiction about the law.
As I said, the public appetite for these stories seems to be pretty steady. I don't
know how much longer it will go on, but I think that Americans are becoming
increasingly sophisticated about the law; with that sophistication comes a desire for
a greater and greater knowledge, and detailed knowledge. And the easiest way to
teach somebody something is to tell them a story. I don't see this trailing off any
time soon, but that's the way I make my living, so maybe I'm optimistic.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: Without giving us any of the names, did Greylord have
any implications higher than just the circuit court trial judges? That is, did it have
implications going on at upper levels there? If you say yes or no, that will satisfy my
curiosity.
TUROW: I always have a great deal of respect for Rule 6(e), the federal rule
providing for the secrecy of the grand jury.' There was, of course, a great deal of
public speculation about how this all could have happened. Certainly the supervising
judge in the Third Municipal District was one of those convicted. I think you can
draw certain logical inferences that, for example, it wouldn't be worth paying for a
result if it could be overturned on appeal. But I don't have any further comment.
SAM JOYNER:78 There' is this explosion of interest in the law in literature, at
both the popular level and the academic level. What difference does this make to us
as judges? Does it change the way we're supposed to work the case? Has it made us
better judges or worse judges? How has it changed the law itself?
TUROW: I would say, Judge, that I don't know the answer to that question, but
I do have some speculation. I think that the rhetoric of the law, over time, is going
to become more personal.
One of the things that really dissatisfies Americans about the law is that it
governs. Hard cases are ambiguous situations. Yet what we derive, of course, is a
rule requiring universal adherence, with little ability to formally acknowledge the
merits of the contrasting position. I do think this situation can be softened somewhat
by saying, "I think this is the best I can come up with in a difficult situation." And
so I think, over time, the rhetoric of the law will become less institutionalized and
more personal, in order to recognize exactly what is going on, which is that judges
are doing their best to give us their understanding of the received tradition and the
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imperatives, as defined by current law in individual cases. So I do think the style of
judicial opinion writing is going to change as our new century marches on. That's
one answer to your question.
G. THOMAS VANBEBBER:7 9 My own experience, as a judge, in dealing with
jurors over the last ten or twelve years, leads me to draw my own personal
conclusions that the rhetoric of the law, as you put it, is more readily understood by
these lay people who serve on the juries. And it certainly has had an effect on our
endeavors to simplify our instructions to juries and put them in more easilyunderstood language. I think all of this literature has had some significant effect on
the trial process.
TUROW: I'm sure that that's true, because I know what the effect is as a novelist.
For example, when I wrote Presumed Innocent,g° you will find, of course, an
explanation of what is meant by a sidebar. By the time I wrote The Laws of Our
Fathers,8 post-O.J., there was no point in taking readers' time to explain what that
was; everybody knew what a sidebar was. In fact it's moved into common parlance.
So I'm sure that that is true. And there is probably a greater and greater
understanding, not only of particular terms, but also of legal concepts. I think that
it's got to have some impact, over the long run, on the way we try jury cases. Also,
regarding the stuff that we try to keep away from juries, they have much better
grounds now to speculate about what is going on.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: Although you say that you didn't base Presumed
Innocent8 2 on anybody around you, I'm sure it surprised you that your colleagues
were absolutely convinced that either they or their friends were models for that.
TUROW: The one that always surprised me was the former assistant United
States attorney who claims that she was the model for Carolyn Polhemus.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: The question I have is, when you wake up some
morning and say, "I'm just tired of this kind of thing," what will be next?
TUROW: In the United States, we have slowly, in the last twenty-five years, sort
of put modernism on the pyre, and have been more comfortable with accepting the
fact that genre fiction can be serious. Go to Europe, however, and they are utterly
befuddled and constantly ask this question: well, when are you going to write
another book so we can call you a really serious writer? And the truth of the matter
is that, for me, it's an "if it ain't broke, don't fix it." I was a long time finding the
material that worked for me. It should be obvious, because of the way that I sort of
scratched and clawed to stay in practice, and stay involved on a daily basis with
legal issues, that this is really part of who I am; so I don't have a timetable that says,
"Now I've done the law."
I think the novels are different, each one. And sometimes my efforts to be
different have met with protest from readers and critics. But you know, I have a
great gig; I really do. I have a blessed life in almost every aspect I can think of. My
freedom as a writer is something that I know is the envy of most American novelists.
And I know that I can do something different without completely losing my
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audience. But my inclination is to sort of follow the things that haunt me. And I
don't think I can go wrong by writing about what I care about.
It's really interesting because, as I commented before, I think a franker rhetoric
is something that we are headed for in judicial opinions. But I think that frankness
has to include a recognition that somebody on the other side of a difficult question
is not a moron. And when I hear reported, on the radio, that a Justice of the United
States Supreme Court sat on the bench, rolling his eyes as the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court read an opinion this week, I, as a professional, am profoundly
offended; I don't get it. I have to say-and I'm probably going to give offense with
this comment-that it does emphasize to me what the hazards are of putting people
on the bench whose only experience with the law is in academia, without having
actually stood in the trenches and realized that the true life of the law is in combat,
and also the need for the law to command respect by at least acknowledging the fact
that we do have to have a rule. The fact of the matter is that other points of view are
very respectable and very reasonable, and we're doing the best we can. So I am very
discouraged about this tone and this hostility. There's a little bit of it in the circuit
where I come from, the Seventh Circuit; quite frankly, I think it has the same source.
Again, that's a very personal opinion.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: Do you do any legal writing and, if so, could you tell
us about the different thought processes, or are they the same thought processes that
go into writing fiction?
TUROW: I was one of the supervisors in the Appellate Division in the United
States Attorney's Office. So my life in court is more often, at this stage, in the
appellate courts. Obviously, I see a great deal of difference between the way I write
a brief and the way I write a novel. I have abandoned the writing of professional
articles for law reviews. I did that a couple of times at the insistence of the United
States Attorney, my friend Dan Webb and my erstwhile co-author of these articles,
while I was an assistant. 3 I found that scholarship in the law was no more true to my
nature than scholarship in literature was. I always say that the author of a brief is the
person in the gray flannel voice; understatement, an unacknowledged appeal to
emotion, and a coldness about the facts are things that I prize as a brief writer. There
is just a much more limited rhetoric in the law and, again, it's this sort of Bartleby
point about not dealing with emotion, whereas emotion is the core of the novelist's
life: the motives, the reasons for individual behavior. So there are wide differences.
But I enjoy my legal writing and it's a steady part of my life as a lawyer.
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